**Enduron 4166**

- Perfect burn speed for cartridges like:
  - 308 Win, 7.62mm NATO
  - 22-250 Rem
  - 257 Roberts

- Fastest burn rate in the Enduron lineup

- Performs comparably to Hodgdon Varget

**Enduron 4451**

- Top burn-rate performance in cartridges like:
  - 30-06
  - 270 Winchester
  - 300 WSM

- Ideally suited for mid-range burn speed cartridges

- Performs comparably to Hodgdon H4350

**Enduron 4955**

- Top performer with cartridges like:
  - 25-06
  - 270 Winchester
  - 280 Remington
  - 300 Win Mag

- Falls between IMR4451 and IMR7977 in burn speed, providing top performance for big game cartridges

- Performs comparably to Hodgdon H4831

---

**NEW FOR 2016**
Enduron 7977

True magnum propellant yielding outstanding performance in:
- 300 Win Mag
- 7mm Rem Mag
- 338 Lapua

Slowest burn rate Enduron® Technology powder

Loading density perfect for magnums, contributing to superb uniformity

Performs comparably to Hodgdon H1000

IMR Powder
6430 Vista Drive
Shawnee, KS 66218
(913) 362-9455
www.imrpowder.com